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Introduction

Few cases assigned to court-appointed counsel in the California Courts of Appeal

involve high-tech crimes. And clients living on the margins of society—due to

poverty, mental health or substance abuse—may not have Facebook accounts,

carry a Kindle, or be “first adopters” of new technology. But many have cell

phones and, as time goes by, more and more will have social media accounts.

And even today it is not unusual for a client or a witness to have a web presence

of some sort. 

This short article is a call to attorneys to be cognizant of the wealth of

information—favorable and unfavorable—that can be lurking in bits and bytes

everywhere. Also provided is some authorities relevant to some limited digital

issues. 

I. Why 

Uncovering a text message, reviewing geo-location data, or visiting a social

network site is not likely to establish an iron-clad alibi, turn up a third-party

confession, or establish juror misconduct (although these things do happen). But

a person’s digital footprint can reveal much of interest, whether it is used to

impeach a witness, establish misconduct, or argue for a mitigated sentence. 

In particular, the internet could be a rich source of impeachment evidence,

revealing relationships, statements and personal data. Digital devices can

likewise be mined for statements or location data. 

II. Where

Think expansively about where you might find data relevant to your case. Here

are some examples, which are by no means exclusive.

A. The Internet

A wide range of websites could potentially contain information relevant to a case.

Think broadly about where relevant information might reside. In addition to

internet-wide searches (e.g. Google), consider searching specific sites, depending

on the type of information you are looking for. 
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Keep in mind that more and more digital records can be found online. Not only is

new information created and added to the internet every day, but old

records—from decades ago—are scanned and uploaded to the internet

constantly. So search results will change over time. 

The sources on the internet are quite varied: 

< social-networking websites (Facebook, LinkedIn, or MySpace) and

genealogy sites (geni.com, familysearch.com) could show that two players

in the case have a friendship or familial relationship, or even merely

graduated in the same class (e.g. two witness or a witness and a law

enforcement officer); 

< social-networking pages, blogs, or online news comments could reveal a

person’s statement about an incident;

< an internet search could reveal other litigation or administrative

proceedings involving a player in your case (e.g. a judgment against a

police officer for excessive force; discipline of an attorney for misconduct

or ineffectiveness);

< general internet searches and searches of people-search databases (e.g.

ZabaSearch) could help locate a missing witness;

< property records (e.g. blockshopper.com) could reveal real estate

transactions.

B. Digital Devices

Digital devices, including cell phones, smart phones, personal computers, tablets,

car computers, transit cards, webcams, etc. contain digital footprints, including

geo-locating data, text messages, photographs, and more.  And remember that

video is everywhere: schools, shops, apartment complexes and even single-

family residences can have security webcams. 



http://www.archive.org/1  

http://www.sdcba.org/index.cfm?pg=LEC2011-22 . 
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III. How

A. Preserve Evidence

Digital evidence is ephemeral, whether it is a Facebook post or a security

webcam’s video. If you find something useful to your case, the first thing to do is

to preserve it. If it is a webpage, take a screen shot and save it. And save the

webpage (“html” file) itself. Sometimes such preservation will require advice

from a colleague or an expert. But remain cognizant of the need to move quickly. 

If a website no long contains the information you need, or if you are simply

curious about what it showed at some point in the past, check the Internet

Archive, a.k.a, the WayBack Machine, which contains archives of web pages as

they existed in the past.   1

B. Whether to open a social networking account. 

Even if a person does not want to find long-lost classmates, they can open a

social-networking account and keep it entirely private and invisible from the

public. This gives the user access to the social-networking pages of others,

without opening the door to “friend” requests. Care must be taken, however, to

set the privacy settings correctly.  

Having an account enables the user to see information posted by or about others

that has not been locked down by those other users. Information that is kept

more private by the other user can only be seen if you establish a social-network

relationship with the other user or one of their relations. Establishing such a

relationship, however, can raise ethical concerns. For instance, a mere friend

request to a represented party could be improper: “If the communication to the

represented party is motivated by the quest for information about the subject of

the representation, the communication with the represented party is about the

subject matter of that representation.” (San Diego County Bar Association, Legal

Ethics Opinion 2011-2, adopted May 24, 2011)  In addition, an attorney “also2

violates his ethical duty not to deceive by making a friend request to a

http://www.archive.org/
http://www.sdcba.org/index.cfm?pg=LEC2011-2
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.sdcba.org/index.cfm?pg=LEC2011-2
http://www.sdcba.org/index.cfm?pg=LEC2011-2
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represented party’s Facebook page without disclosing why the request is being

made. This part of the analysis applies whether the person sought to be friended

is represented or not and whether the person is a party to the matter or not.“ (Id.) 

C. Discovery of Third Party Communications

Once counsel has determined that it is necessary to review electronic

communications belonging to a third party, counsel must consider how to obtain

the communications. In many cases, the prosecution will have obtained the data

and provided it in discovery. Or a defense investigator can obtain the records

directly from the third party. But when the prosecution and the third party have

not produced the records, the matter becomes more complicated as counsel must

obtain the record directly from an internet service provider (ISP).  

Generally, a criminal defendant has a right to discovery of third party records via

subpoena duces tecum by showing “the requested information will facilitate the

ascertainment of the facts and a fair trial.” (Pitchess v. Superior Court (1974) 11

Cal.3d 531, 536.) Counsel can issue a subpoena commanding a custodian of

records to produce "books, papers, documents, or records" in compliance with

Evidence Code, section 1560, subdivision (b). (Pen.Code, § 1326, subds.(b) & (c).)

A person or entity responding to a third party subpoena duces tecum in a

criminal case must deliver the subject materials to the clerk of the court so that

the court can hold a hearing to determine whether the requesting party is entitled

to receive them. (Kling v. Superior Court of Ventura County (2010) 50 Cal.4th 1068,

1071.) Then the court may hold an in camera hearing to determine whether or not

the defense is entitled to receive the documents." (Pen.Code, § 1326, subd. (c) .)

However, a federal law—the Stored Communications Act (SCA)—complicates

the matter. 

Recognizing the limits of the Fourth Amendment in protecting privacy, Congress

enacted the Stored Communications Act (SCA) in 1986. “The statute's framework

thus reflects the twin goals of constraining private ISPs from vitiating privacy

interests through voluntary disclosures, and ensuring that these constraints also

provide a clear mechanism for law enforcement to compel disclosure in

appropriate circumstances and keep it within appropriate procedural

safeguards.” (Marc J. Zwillinger & Christian S. Genetski, Criminal Discovery of

Internet Communications Under the Stored Communications Act: It's Not a Level

Playing Field (2007) 97 The J. of Criminal Law & Criminology 569, 576.)  The SCA
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thus bars ISPs from voluntarily disclosing the content of communications to third

parties. (Id.; 18 U.S.C. §2702 (2000).) The act also, however, provides exceptions

applicable where law enforcement seeks the information. (Id.; 18 U.S.C. §2703.)

The government can obtain certain stored electronic information from ISPs with a

warrant. (§ 2703(a)). Some less-protected types of communications, can be

obtained by the government with a subpoena or court order. (§2703(b)-(d).) But

no statutory exception to the bar against disclosure exists for civil litigants or

criminal defendants. (Zwillinger & Genetski, at 587-588.) There is no published

California caselaw on this issue in criminal cases. But a California court has held

that there is no implicit exception to the SCA for civil discovery subpoenas.

(O'Grady v. Superior Court (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 1423, 1443.)

Where a third party or an ISP invokes the SCA to bar the ISP from producing

records in response to a defense subpoena, the defendant is left to arguing that

the failure to disclose violates the constitutional rights of confrontation, effective

representation and to present a defense. (See Zwillinger & Genetski at 595-596.)

It is not clear the extent to which messages sent, or information posted, on social-

networking sites are private, and thus protected by the SCA. One district court

has held that private messaging on Facebook and MySpace is not readily

accessible to the public and the court quashed a subpoena directed at such

messages. (Crispin v. Christian Audigier Inc (C.D. Cal. 2010)  717 F.Supp. 965, 991.)

As to wall postings, the court remanded on the issue of whether the plaintiff's

privacy settings and extent of access allowed on his Facebook wall and MySpace

comments made it “privately-stored” and thus protected from the subpoena. (Id.) 

IV. Admissibility: Foundation/Authentication of Downloaded

Images/Documents

Whether seeking to introduce digital evidence or to oppose its use by the

prosecution, defense counsel must be cognizant of the limitations of such

evidence. Digital images, for instance, may be of limited value if they are not high

quality or misrepresent color or scale. Significantly, such images are also easily

subject to manipulation. Two recent California cases addressed questions of

authenticity of downloaded documents:
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People v. Beckley (2010) 185 Cal.App.4th 509

Inadequate foundation for photograph downloaded from internet in

absence of expert testimony it was not faked. Photograph of one defendant

flashing a gang sign downloaded from a co-defendant's MySpace page

inadequately authenticated and erroneously admitted. Although

defendant conceded the photograph depicted her face, there was no expert

testimony establishing that the photograph was not faked. The error was

nevertheless harmless. (People v. Beckley (2010) 185 Cal.App.4th 509,

513-517.)

Inadequate foundation provided for document downloaded from internet

in absence of evidence of who created it. Prosecution offered as evidence

"purported roster of gang's members" downloaded from internet by a

detective. The detective did not know who created the list or whether the

author had firsthand knowledge of the gang's membership. Although the

document was "presumed to be an accurate representation of the web

page," "the evidence was insufficient to show that the writing was what it

purported to be-a roster of the Southside Compton Crips." Accordingly,

the document "should have been excluded as unauthenticated and,

therefore, irrelevant. Like the photograph, the list's admission was

harmless. (Beckley, 185 Cal.App.4th at 517-518.)

People v. Valdez (No. G041904, Dec. 16, 2011) ___ Cal.App.4th ___, 2011 WL

6275691

No error in admitting pages from defendant’s MySpace site, including

defendant's gang moniker, which were printed from the internet by a

district attorney's investigator a year before the crime. The investigator did

not know who created the page or how many people had a password to

post content on the page. The trial court admitted the MySpace printouts

not for the truth of any statement, but for the limited purposes of

(1) corroborating a victim's statement that he or she recognized Valdez

from the MySpace site and (2) as foundation for an officer's expert

testimony on gangs.

The court found that the prosecution met its initial burden of

authenticating the page, i.e. establishing that it was authored by the
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defendant. The page icon displayed a photo of the defendant, comments

from other MySpace users---including the defendant sister---included

personal details, and the stated personal interests on the page matched

what the prosecution already knew about the defendant. In addition,

particular items---such as the photograph of the defendant flashing a gang

hand sign---were also sufficiently authenticated. Noting that the contents

of a document may authenticate it (Evid. Code sec. 1421), the Court

observed that the defendant did not deny that he was depicted in the

photo, that the hand gesture looked deliberate, and that there was "no

evidence of incongruous elements to suggest planted or false material." 

The Court in Valdez distinguished Beckley, "Here, in contrast, evidence of

the password requirement for posting and deleting content distinguishes

Beckley, as does the pervasive consistency of the content of the page, filled

with personal photographs, communications, and other details tending

together to identify and show owner-management of a page devoted to

gang-related interests. (Compare with Beckley, at p. 515, 110 Cal.Rptr.3d

362 [lone photo at issue there was on the defendant's girlfriend's MySpace

web page, showing her making a gang sign].)"

The Court went on to reject a separate hearsay challenge on the basis that

the evidence was not admitted for the truth of the matter, but for the jury

to consider in deciding what weight to give the gang expert's testimony.


